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ASOG Scrub Sponge Kitchen Dish Sponges
ASOG

$8.99

ADD TO CART

 SHARE  TWEET  PIN IT

ASOG SCRUB SPONGE KITCHEN DISH SPONGES (1PK = 3 PCS) -  BEST SCRUB SPONGE - NON-
SCRATCH SCRUBBER - DISHWASHER SAFE - BULK THICK BASICS SPONGES

Best kitchen dish scrubber: Kitchen dish scrubber is not as harsh as brillo pads or steel scourers. Great scrubbing action to remove food, mess, dirt, grime from

surfaces. Durable and long-lasting materials keep this one intact, unlike the cheap scrubbers.

Scrub & clean with ease: Scrubbing in the kitchen is easier than ever with this kitchen dish scrubber. Scrub harder with no fear of it ever breaking. It's made from

durable, NO scratch, easy to clean material. This kitchen dish scrubber works hard but will not scratch. *Test it on surface first before going all out.

Durable scrubbing: Other dish scrubbers will unravel or fall apart quickly. Sponges stink after a few uses. Our kitchen dish scrubber lasts longer than the

competition.

Specialty scrubbing tool: Do not use the dish scrubber for wiping or absorbing. scrub sponge dish scrub sponge scotch brite scrub sponge cleaning scrub sponge

scrub sponge bulk heavy duty scrub sponge kitchen scrub sponge duty scrub sponge scrub sponge green scrub sponge kitchen heavy duty kitchen scrub sponge

kitchen scrub sponge dish sink scrub sponge non scratch scrub sponge soft scrub sponge no scratch scrub sponge siga scrub sponge scotch scrub sponge

dishwasher scrub sponge foam

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

✔ CLEANING POWER: Dish scrubber is not as harsh as brillo pads or steel mesh scorers but ASOG dish scrubber scrubs just as hard as any of them. Durable and

long-lasting materials keep this one intact, unlike the cheap dish scrubbers. 

 

BUY IT NOW
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✔ SCRUB & CLEAN WITH EASE: Scrub harder with no fear of our dish scrubber ever breaking. No scratch easy to clean dish scrubber works hard but will not scratch.

*Test it on surface first before going all out. 

 

✔ DURABLE AND LASTS LONGER: Other dish scrubber cloths will unravel without doing much. Sponges stink after a few uses. Not Splendid easy clean dish scrubber

dish cloth. It lasts longer than sponges but it will scrub harder and will not smell. 

 

✔ NON STINKY DISH CLOTH: Scrub as much as you want then rinse under running water to keep it clean and smell free. Dish scrubber is designed to be non

absorbent so it won't smell. 

 

✔ SPECIALTY SCRUBBING TOOL: Do not use the dish scrubber for wiping or absorbing. 

SPLENDID SCRUB SPONGE DISH CLOTH 

The ASOG Scrub Sponge is your new best friend in the kitchen. 

The ASOG dish scrubber contains three (3) pieces scrub sponges in one pack. 

It also comes in stylish multi-color shades that you can use for any items or appliance or anywhere inside your home. 

 

BEST HEAVY DUTY SPONGE 

Compared to other sponges, the ASOG Scrubb Sponge is you best ally when it comes to cleaning. 

The design is well-thought to save you a lot of time, effort and money. 

No need to put lots of dishwashing soap or liquid as it lathers easily with little soap. 

The dish scrubber has a foam core that dries quickly compared to cellulose sponges which takes 4-6 hours to dry. 

The scrub sponge is easy to clean and wash and doesn't retain or capture food particles so it doesn't stink. 

It doesn't also shrivel unlike other sponges. 

 

EACH SCRUBBER SPONGES CAN BE USED FOR ITS OWN PURPOSE 

The ASOG Scrub Sponge can be used in any items or spots in your home. 

The three-piece dish cloth allows you to use each for different purposes. 

You can use it to clean any kitchen items, cookwares or bakewares, tiles, walls, stainless steel surface and many kinds of surfaces. 

The multi-colored non scratch scrub sponge help easily identify where to use each scrubber sponges to prevent any contamination.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer : No 

Product Dimensions : 5 x 3 x 0.8 inches; 1.3 Ounces 

Manufacturer : ASOG
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